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PILOT MODEL EXPANSION TUNNEL TEST FLOW PROPERTIES
OBTAINED FROM VELOCITY, PRESSURE,
AND PROBE MEASUREMENTS
By Wilfred J. Friesen and John A. Moore
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Velocity-profile, pi tot-pressure, and supplemental probe measurements have been
made at the nozzle exit of an expansion tunnel (a modification of the Langley pilot model
expansion tube) for a nozzle inlet condition of a nitrogen test sample with a velocity of
4.5 km/sec and a density 5 x 10"^ times the density of nitrogen at standard conditions,
both with the nozzle initially immersed in a helium atmosphere and with the nozzle ini-
tially evacuated. The purpose of this report is to present the results of these measure-
ments and some of the physical properties of the nitrogen test sample which can be
inferred from the measured results. The main conclusions reached are that: the veloc-
ity profiles differ for two nozzle conditions; regions of the flow field can be found where
the velocity is uniform to within 5 percent and constant for several hundred microseconds;
the velocity of the nitrogen test sample is reduced due to passage through the nozzle; and
the velocity profiles do not significantly reflect the large variations which occur in the
inferred density profiles.
INTRODUCTION
A theoretical description of the expansion tube and an analysis of the expansion tun-
nel are given in references 1 and 2, respectively. These reports suggest the possibility
of accelerating a small portion of a test gas, by means of shocks and expansions to a
large velocity and obtaining a gas flow of short duration, with physical properties (veloc-
ity, density, and temperature) in a range comparable with the properties expected in
planetary entry. Reference 2 compared the advantages and disadvantages of expansion
tunnel operation with those of expansion tube operation. A description of an experimental
study made in the Langley pilot model expansion tube is given in reference 3. One of the
results of this study indicated that test flow times of the order of 100 p.sec to 400 /isec
could be obtained in this expansion tube.
The pilot model expansion tunnel at the Langley Research Center is a modification
of the Langley pilot model expansion tube in which a 10° half-angle, conical scoop-type
nozzle was added to the expansion tube to expand the expansion tube test flow. The
expansion tunnel test flow is derived from the short test flow slug of the expansion tube.
The test slug moves supersonically with respect to the nozzle entrance, and its length is
comparable with the nozzle length. Some of the more apparent operational advantages to
be gained from expanding the flow include an increase in flow-field diameter, a reduction
in the impulse load on models due to the arrival of the dense driver gas, and the possible
avoidance of model damage due to particles in the expansion tube flow by locating the
model off the tunnel axis.
The purpose of this report is to present the results of some velocity-profile, pitot-
pressure, and supplemental probe measurements which were made in the test flow at the
nozzle exit of the pilot model expansion tunnel. From these measured results, some of
the physical properties of the test gas slug are inferred.
For a hypersonic test facility, the uniformity of the free-stream flow velocity and
the density is important in any experiment. In hypersonic flow, the pitot-pressure (stag-
nation pressure) probe responds primarily to the product of the density and the square of
the free-stream flow velocity. If a uniform profile of pitot pressure is not observed in a
test flow field, then the profiles of one or both of these flow properties are not uniform.
A theoretical analysis of steady supersonic flow in conical nozzles with supersonic inlet
flow (ref. 4) indicates that the flow in the conical nozzle may be complicated by an embed-
ded shock structure.
Previous investigations in the pilot model expansion tunnel have considered a num-
ber of geometric configurations of the facility and several initial conditions for the tunnel
nozzle. An electrically operated diaphragm (ref. 5) was also under development during
these investigations. The investigations were mainly survey in nature and, similar to the
approach followed in reference 3, were concerned with examining the shocks, interfaces,
expansion waves, and test time within the theoretical framework of references 1 and 2.
During these exploratory investigations, the observed pressure histories were often dif-
ferent for probes located on or off the tunnel axis.
The work presented in this report is limited in scope and represents only a small
portion of the main general experimental program. The results presented are limited to
one operating condition of the expansion tube portion of the facility and to two initial con-
ditions for the tunnel nozzle. For one initial condition, the nozzle was isolated from the
acceleration chamber with an electrically operated diaphragm (ref. 5) and the nozzle
region was evacuated. For the other initial condition, no isolating diaphragm was used;
therefore, the nozzle was immersed in the helium acceleration gas.
The velocity measuring technique was adapted from the photoionization technique
employed for the velocity-profile measurements made in the expansion tube and reported
in reference 6. In order to approximately locate the velocity measurements within the
nitrogen test flow, the location of the helium-nitrogen interface was inferred from com-
parisons of various probe signal histories obtained from some additional tunnel runs.
The measurements presented herein represent the first measurements of velocity
profile for the pilot model expansion tunnel. The manner in which the velocity profile
develops from the start of flow was observed for the no-nozzle-diaphragm operating
condition.
The measured results obtained at the nozzle entrance and exit are presented in
tables I, II, and HI for the convenience of the interested reader.
No other expansion tunnel studies are known to the authors with which the present
measurements can be compared.
SYMBOLS
, | constants used in equations of appendix C
a velocity of sound






n number of observations (expansion tunnel runs)
p, pitot pressure
p flat-plate pressure, or tube wall pressure
R nozzle exit radius
R' universal gas constant
S standard deviation from the mean
S estimated variance of the mean
T temperature
T0 standard temperature, 273 K
At, time after helium flow arrival at nozzle exit
At2 time between ionization and detection
u velocity (axial component)
uc velocity at nozzle exit on tunnel center line
Uj velocity of interface in expansion tube
U; limiting velocity for expansion tube
um measured velocity at nozzle exit
x distance parallel to tunnel center line
y distance above tunnel center line
9 flow direction with respect to tunnel center line
p density
Po density of nitrogen at standard conditions, 1.25 kg/m^
Subscript:
i condition at nozzle entrance
A bar over a symbol indicates the arithmetic mean.
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
A schematic drawing of the pilot model expansion tunnel is shown in figure l(a).
The flow facility consisted of the Langley pilot model expansion tube (ref. 3) which pro-
vided the entrance test flow to a conical scoop-type nozzle. The nozzle flow exited as a
free jet into a large dump tank. The expansion tube flow external to the nozzle entrance
area was diverted into a separate dump tank. The nozzle consisted of a 10° half-angle
truncated cone with an entrance diameter of 5.08 cm and an exit diameter of 35.6 cm.
The leading edge of the cone was sharpened to an approximate radius of 0.003 cm. An
electrically operated diaphragm (ref. 3) was located 1.51 m upstream of the nozzle
entrance.
During the measurements, the shock velocity in the intermediate chamber was
routinely monitored. The microwave technique described in reference 3 was used to
measure the helium-nitrogen interface velocity upstream of the nozzle entrance. The
short stub antenna (indicated in fig. l(a)) protruded radially into the flow at the expansion
tube exit, outside the entrance area of the nozzle. Good microwave tracking of the
helium-nitrogen interface in the acceleration chamber was not obtained routinely since
the antenna was in an unfavorable location in order to avoid disturbance of the flow at the
nozzle entrance. For the evacuated nozzle, a pressure gage in the tube wall just upstream
of the electrically opened diaphragm was monitored. If the helium shock arrived prior to
the opening of the diaphragm, a reflected shock was sensed by this gage.
Shown in figure l(b) are the relative locations of the end of the expansion tube wall
and the entrance to the nozzle. Also shown in the figure are the approximate locations of
two pitot-pressure probes that were used to examine flow properties at the nozzle inlet
but were removed for the velocity measurements. The extension to the expansion tube
wall, indicated by the dashed lines, was added during the measurements to insure isola-
tion of the flow entering the nozzle from any effects of the annular outer flow. No signif-
icant differences in the nozzle exit flow were noted as a result of the tube wall extension.
The velocity measuring technique was the same as that described in reference 6.
The components of the apparatus were adapted to be compatible with the tunnel operation.
The velocity-profile measurements surveyed 0.8 of the nozzle exit radius. A tunnel run
was required for each measurement of a velocity profile.
The positions of the electrodes and a reference marker relative to the exit of the
nozzle are shown in figure 2. The photoionization source and detector electrode were
located inside the dump tank. Sharp leading edges were used for all parts exposed to the
flow. The detector electrode consisted of a nylon insulator with a thin metal strip which
was exposed to the flow. A rectangular splitter plate was attached to the upper part of
the source holder to reduce the effect of the bow shock in the region between electrodes.
A thin-film heat-transfer gage was mounted in the upper surface of the splitter plate.
The arrival of flow at the exit of the nozzle was sensed by this gage. The signal from
the heat-transfer gage, after a preselected delay, initiated the sequence of photoioniza-
tion and detection of a column in the flowing gas.
The source and detector were located in a plane which included the axis of the noz-
zle. The distance between the source and detector electrode was about 23 cm. The exit
hole of the source collimator was located about 7.9 cm below the nozzle axis and about
5.5 cm downstream of the exit plane of the nozzle.
A reference position marker (fig. 2), which could be remotely moved to a fixed
position just downstream of the source and detector electrode, was located within the
tunnel enclosure. The reference marker was pivoted out of the region for the run.
The detected displaced ionized column was photographed on film through a window
(shown in fig. l(a)) in the dump tank wall. An open shutter camera was used with an
aperture of f/2 at a magnification of 0.23. A photomultiplier, which viewed the region of
the nozzle exit through the dump tank window, was used to determine the time interval
between ionization and detection.
Pitot-pressure measurements were made at the nozzle entrance and exit. Piezoe-
lectric transducers were used in the pressure probes. For the single pitot-pressure
probes, the transducers were encased in baffled housings. For a four-probe pitot-
pressure rake and in a flat-plate probe, the transducers were coated with a thin heat-
resistant coating and operated without a shield.
The single-probe data were taken from a separate tunnel run for each pitot-
pressure measurement. The measurements of the pitot-pressure probe located off the
center line at the nozzle entrance (fig. l(b)) were recorded in conjunction with some of
the single-probe pitot-pressure measurements.
The four-probe pitot-pressure rake was located at the nozzle exit in a plane con-
taining the nozzle axis. Two tunnel runs were made with the evacuated nozzle. Between
the two runs, the rake was rotated 180° in order to confirm the response of the individual
gages.
Several types of probes were used at the nozzle exit to obtain information supple-
mental to the velocity-profile and pitot-pressure measurements. The types of probes
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used were a flat-plate pressure probe, a photomultiplier which viewed the flow stagna-
tion region of a pitot-pressure probe, a rake consisting of six 0.317-cm-diameter plastic
rods, and a flow stagnation ion probe. The ion probe was located below the splitter plate.
(See fig. 2.) For the flat-plate pressure probe, the transducer was mounted flush with
the surface on the center line and 8.9 cm back of the leading edge of the plate. The plate
was 12.7 cm wide and had a sharp leading edge. The plane of the flat plate was inclined
to the axis of the tunnel so that the plane included the apex of the nozzle cone. With
regard to the direction of the flow at the nozzle exit, measurements of flow direction indi-
cated that the plane of the plate was inclined about 1° leeward to the direction of the flow.
The photomultiplier, using a 931-A tube, was outside the dump tank window and the
field of view was limited to the stagnation region of the pitot-pressure probe. For some
runs, a 3920 ± 20 A band-pass filter was inserted in the optical path to limit the response
of the photomultiplier to a spectral region where light emitted from excited N« ions could
be observed.
Data for estimating the flow direction and Mach number as a function of radial posi-
tion were obtained by inserting a rake of plastic rods, displaced slightly from the plane
containing the nozzle axis, into the flow field. The bow shock envelopes about the plastic
rods were made visible when an electrical discharge was produced in the flow field.
Sample data films are shown in figure 3.
TUNNEL OPERATING CONDITIONS
One initial operating condition of the expansion tube portion of the facility was used
in obtaining the data presented in this report. The driver chamber was pressurized with
room temperature hydrogen to a self-burst pressure of about 9.7 MN/m2. The interme-
diate chamber was filled with nitrogen to a pressure of 6.66 kN/m2. The acceleration
chamber was filled with helium to a pressure of 133 N/m2.
The difference between the two initial conditions of the nozzle was as follows: For
the no-nozzle-diaphragm case, the helium acceleration gas filled the entire nozzle region
and dump tanks. For the evacuated-nozzle case, a diaphragm was installed upstream of
the nozzle entrance, and the entire region of the nozzle and dump tanks was evacuated to
a pressure of less than 0.1 N/m^. A signal derived from the shock arrival in the inter-
mediate chamber was used, after an appropriate delay, to trigger the operation of the
electrically opened diaphragm just prior to the arrival of the helium shock at the
diaphragm.
DEFINITIONS
In this section a statement is made of some terms and assumptions which are used
in presenting the results. The measurement uncertainties and the manner in which the
arrival of the flow boundaries were estimated are discussed in appendixes A, B, and C.
A distance-time diagram of the expansion tunnel operating cycle is given in fig-
ure 4(a). It is essentially the same as the expansion tube cycle given in reference 3
except for the addition of a third diaphragm and a nozzle expansion. More detailed dia-
grams are shown in figure 4(b) for the tunnel without the third diaphragm and in fig-
ure 4(c) for the tunnel with the evacuated nozzle.
The helium shock, the residual-gas—helium interface, the helium-nitrogen inter-
face, and the expansion fan, which are indicated in figures 4(b) and 4(c), were assumed to
exist.
The arrival of helium flow at either the nozzle entrance or nozzle exit is designated
flow arrival. Flow arrival corresponds to the arrival of the helium shock for the no-
nozzle-diaphragm initial condition and to the arrival of the residual-gas—helium interface
for the evacuated-nozzle initial condition. For the evacuated nozzle, the very-low-density
residual-gas flow was not considered to be detectable by the gages that were used to indi-
cate flow arrival.
The nitrogen test time (as used in this report) is defined as the time interval
between the arrival of the helium-nitrogen interface and the arrival of the expansion fan.
(See figs. 4(b) and 4(c).)
At the nozzle exit, the quantities referred to as measured are velocity, pressure,
time interval, flow direction, and a lower bound of Mach number. At the nozzle entrance,
the quantities referred to as measured are velocity, pressure, and time interval.
The word "velocity" in this report refers to the component of velocity parallel to
the tunnel axis.
The quantities referred to as derived quantities were derived from the measured
quantities presented in this report.
The gas density p normalized by the density of nitrogen at standard conditions,




The gas temperature T was derived by using the following relations:
a0M2
PtR'
The standard deviation from the mean S is the uncertainty presented with the
mean value of a quantity, unless a statement is made to the contrary. Where an estimate
of the variance of the mean S is presented, the estimate was obtained from the relation
S = S/yn, where n is the number of observations. No uncertainty is presented for a
quantity which is based on a single tunnel run with the exception of flow direction for the
no-nozzle-diaphragm case.
The uncertainties which are presented with the derived quantities were obtained by
propagation of the uncertainties presented for the measured quantities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nozzle Entrance
Flow velocity.- The nitrogen test flow velocities in the acceleration chamber for the
no-nozzle-diaphragm and evacuated-nozzle cases were assumed to be the same as the
velocity of the helium-nitrogen interface. The average velocity obtained for 14 runs was
4.48 ± 0.22 km/sec. It was assumed that the velocity profile was uniform over the diam-
eter of the nozzle entrance on the basis of a gross extrapolation of the trend of uniform
velocity core diameter with increase in initial helium pressure, as indicated in
reference 6.
Pitot pressure.- Shown in figure 5 are pitot pressures obtained at the nozzle
entrance. The results indicate that the pitot pressure differs by as much as a factor of 2
between the center and the edge of the nozzle during the passage of the test flow. If the
velocity profile is assumed to be uniform, the test flow density is a factor of 2 larger at
the center than at the edge of the nozzle entrance. For the probe located off the center
line, the large decrease in pressure following the test flow is possibly due to the growth
of the tube wall boundary layer.
Test flow duration. - The test flow time is the time interval between the arrival of
the helium-nitrogen interface and the arrival of the expansion fan. The test flow duration
is estimated to be of the order of 200 /isec. The accuracy of this value is limited by the
difficulty of estimating the arrival of the expansion fan, as can be seen in figure 5.
Wall pressure.- The tube wall pressure was assumed to be the same as the free-
stream static pressure. A wall pressure of 4.5 kN/m^ was measured 1.6 m upstream of
the nozzle entrance. The wall pressure was nearly constant during the passage of the
helium and test portion of the flow.
Derived quantities.- The nitrogen test flow density, temperature, entrance Mach
number, and test slug length were derived from the relationships between the measured
quantities for the nozzle entrance.
Due to the differences observed on and off the tube center line, the pitot pressure
and the quantities derived from it are presented as a range of values estimated by averag-
ing the quantity over the test flow time interval at each of the two probe positions. Within
this range of conditions, the properties of the test flow interval are considered to be the
same for the two nozzle conditions. A quantity designated by the word "average" repre-
sents the weighted average of that quantity over the test slug volume which is defined by
the nozzle entrance diameter and the test slug length. Estimates of the nozzle inlet flow
conditions are as follows:
Flow velocity, Uj 4.5 ± 0.2 km/sec
Pitot pressure, p. 100 to 200 kN/m2
IAverage pitot pressure, pt i 133 kN/m2l>*
Test flow duration 200 jisec
Tube wall pressure, p 4.5 ± 1 kN/m2
Normalized density, P^IPQ 3.95 x 10~3 to 7.9 x 10-3
Normalized average density, p. Ip 5.27 x 10~3
Temperature, Ti 3000 K to 1500 K
Average temperature, T^ 2250 K
Mach number, Mj 4.1 to 5.8
Test slug length 0.9 m
Nozzle Exit - No Nozzle Diaphragm
Center-line velocity.- The velocity on the tunnel center line as a function of time
after the arrival of flow is shown in figure 6. A maximum in the velocity occurs about
400 /j.sec after flow arrival. During the first 100 ptsec, the velocity increases from
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70 percent to 95 percent of the maximum velocity. From Atj = 400 jisec to 1350 ptsec,
there is a gradual decrease in velocity to about 83 percent of the maximum velocity.
The velocities measured at the nozzle exit are lower than the interface velocity at
the nozzle entrance. The ratio of the exit velocity to the interface velocity at the nozzle
entrance ranges from 0.66 ± 0.05 to 0.93 ± 0.07.
The rather low value of the flow velocity (2.95 km/sec) observed approximately
5 jj.sec after flow arrival might be expected as a result of the strong attenuation of the
helium shock as it traverses the nozzle. The center-line helium shock velocity is
reduced from a value of 4.7 km/sec at the nozzle entrance to about 2.3 km/sec at the
nozzle exit. Shown in figure 7 are the arrival times of the helium shock at positions on
the nozzle axis downstream of the nozzle entrance. The traverse of the helium shock
through the nozzle was obtained from seven tunnel runs. A single pitot-pressure probe
was located at a different position along the tunnel axis for each tunnel run.
Since the presence of nitrogen in the flow field was not directly identified, it was not
possible to determine how soon after flow arrival that the helium-nitrogen interface
arrived at the nozzle exit.
The rapid increase in flow velocity following flow arrival at the exit, shown in fig-
ure 6, indicates that the velocity of the helium shock on the center line is reduced more
than the velocity of the helium-nitrogen interface due to passage through the nozzle. On
the basis of this reasoning, the helium-nitrogen interface might be expected to arrive, at
the nozzle exit on the center line, during the first 50 jusec after flow arrival.
Velocity profile.- The velocity as a function of radial position is shown in figure 8
for nine values of Atj. The flow starts as a central velocity core which increases in
diameter from about 0.2 to 0.7 of the nozzle exit diameter during the first 400 jusec; this
is followed by a decay of the central core pattern and a decrease in velocity.
In figure 9, velocity profiles (flow velocity normalized by the velocity at the center
line) are presented for the nine values of Atj in figure 8. Velocities within the central
velocity core lie within 5 percent of the center-line velocity for the measurements
between Atj = 100 jusec and 250 /usec. The most uniform velocity profile was observed
150 /usec after flow arrival. Shearing or other discontinuities may be present in the
velocity core, as indicated by large apparent steps in velocity.
Flow direction.- In figure 10, the effect of radial position on the flow direction is
shown for Atj = 100 jusec. The results are compared with the flow direction expected
for an isotropic point source at the nozzle apex. Compared with a point source flow, the
results indicate a slightly less divergent flow for radial positions between the center line
and y/R = 0.5 and a slightly more divergent flow between y/R = 0.5 and y/R = 0.8
but, within the uncertainties of the measurements, only the result obtained between the
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center line and y/R = 0.2 can be significantly distinguished from a point source flow.
The results were obtained from a single tunnel run and the estimated uncertainties are
the standard deviations from the mean of four data interpretations of the flow direction at
each radial position.
Pitot pressure.- The pitot pressures at five radial positions are shown in figure 11.
Common to each radial position is the appearance of a large pressure pulse. The arrival
of the pressure pulse occurs at progressively later times after flow arrival with an
increase in y/R. The pulse arrives about 250 /isec after flow arrival at y/R = 0.69.
The pulse duration increases from about 30 /j.sec at y/R = 0 to about 200 /isec at
y/R = 0.69. A decrease in the pulse amplitude and an increase in pressure level follow-
ing the pulse are also observed with an increase in y/R.
Density.- In figure 12 is shown the radial distribution of density at various times
after flow arrival. In the range from Atj = 50 p.sec to 400 jj.sec, the density profiles
show a peak in density which starts on the center line and proceeds radially outward as
time progresses. This behavior can be described by a dense shell of gas of somewhat
conical shape, possibly caused by a nonstationary shock system, moving down the tunnel
axis. A thickness of the order of 10 cm can be estimated for the shell near the tunnel
axis, from the pi tot-pressure pulse duration and the velocity. After passage of the dense
shell, the flow density drops to a value which is as much as an order of magnitude lower
than that of the shell. At Atj = 950 jusec the density has increased, especially along
the center line. At Atj = 1350 p.sec the center-line pressure became too oscillatory to
estimate a pressure value from which to derive the density.
Indicated in figure 12 is a value of the center-line density, P/PO = 0.5 x 10~4, which
was estimated by using the method of reference 4, an entrance Mach number of 5, and the
average density of the nitrogen test slug at the nozzle entrance. This estimated density
compares reasonably well with the observed center-line densities in the range from
Atj = 100 jusec to 400 p.sec after flow arrival.
Comparison of results at 100 jLtsec after flow arrival.- In figure 13(a), the profiles
of the velocity, pitot pressure, and Mach number (lower bound) are presented. In fig-
ure 13(b), the profiles of the density and temperature, derived from the results of fig-
ure 13(a), are presented. The results show that from the center line to y/R = 0.55 the
velocity is essentially constant as compared with the variations occurring in pitot pres-
sure, Mach number, density, and temperature.
The measured quantities from which the temperatures were derived are indicated
within parentheses in figure 13(b). It was assumed that the gas at the nozzle exit was
nitrogen. The temperatures derived from the Mach number are upper bounds, and it is
possible to infer only that within the velocity core there are temperatures less than
30 percent of the temperature of the nitrogen test flow at the nozzle entrance. Tempera-
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tures at two positions in the flow were also estimated by assuming an adiabatic expansion
from the average density and average temperature of the test slug at the nozzle entrance
to the density observed in the flow field. The uncertainties shown for these temperatures
reflect only the uncertainties in the observed densities at the nozzle exit. The inferred
temperature obtained by the two methods indicate an increase in temperature for the
larger values of y/R.
Nozzle Exit - Evacuated Nozzle
Center-line velocity.- The velocity on the tunnel center line as a function of time
after flow arrival is shown in figure 14. The velocity-profile measurements indicate a
probable decrease in velocity between Atj = 250 /j.sec and 350 p.sec. The helium-
nitrogen interface is assumed to arrive within this time interval. A nearly constant
velocity (±4 percent) is indicated for the time interval between Atj = 350 jusec and
800 /isec, which includes the nitrogen test flow.
The nitrogen flow velocities measured at the nozzle exit are lower than the helium-
nitrogen interface velocity at the nozzle entrance. The ratio of the nitrogen flow velocity
to the interface velocity at the nozzle entrance lies in the range from 0.91 ± 0.05 to
0.82 ± 0.05.
Indicated in figure 14 are the estimated arrivals of the helium-nitrogen interface
and the expansion fan. These estimates were inferred from comparisons of several types
of probe signals which were observed during several supplemental tunnel runs. These
comparisons are discussed in appendix A.
Attempts to obtain velocity-profile data in the helium flow for times earlier than
Atj = 250 /usec were unsuccessful. The cause is thought to be primarily related to a
low production of ions in the photoionized column due to the combined effects of a high
ionization potential and a low density in the helium flow.
The trend of the helium exit velocity can be inferred from the average nozzle transit
velocities (fig. 14) of the residual-gas—helium interface and helium-nitrogen interface.
The nozzle transit times of these interfaces traveling from the nozzle entrance to exit
were obtained by correlating the pitot pressures recorded by the probe located off the
center line at the nozzle entrance (fig. l(b)) and a probe located on the center line at the
nozzle exit. On the basis of the assumption of constant acceleration of the flow through
the nozzle, the exit velocities of the residual-gas—helium interface and the helium-
nitrogen interface were estimated from the average transit velocities and are also shown
in figure 14. The estimated exit velocity of the residual-gas—helium interface is
8.7 ± 1.1 km/sec which is about a factor of 2 larger than the helium shock velocity in the
expansion tube. The exit velocity of the helium-nitrogen interface estimated from aver-
age transit velocity is 4.0 ± 0.4 km/sec, which agrees within the uncertainties of the
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measurements with the velocity of 4.06 ± 0.23 km/sec measured 250 jusec after flow
arrival.
Velocity profile.- The velocity as a function of radial position is shown in fig-
ure 15(a) for five values of Atj. The velocities presented are average velocities of
repeat runs except those for Atj = 800 /isec. The general trend of the velocity with
increasing time over most of the radial interval is a decrease in velocity between
250 jj.sec and 350 /isec after flow arrival with a nearly constant velocity for the interval
between Atj = 350 /isec and 800 /isec.
Figure 15(b) shows the average velocities for repeated tunnel runs normalized by
the average center-line velocities. The velocities appear to be the least reproducible for
the two runs at Ati = 250 fj.sec. In general, the velocities are reproducible to within
±5 percent of the average velocity for a given radial position. For Atj = 450 /isec, the
velocities are significantly more reproducible in the region from about 0.3 to 0.8 of the
nozzle exit radius than in the central portion of the flow.
Figure 15(c) shows the estimated variance of the mean for the profiles shown in
figure 15(b). For Ati = 350 p.sec, 450 /j.sec, and 550 p.sec, the results indicate that,
near the center line, the average velocity is from 2 to 8 percent lower than the maximum
observed at larger values of y/R.
Figure 15(d) shows the average velocity and the normalized average velocity of the
14 velocity profiles obtained between 350 pisec and 550 j^sec after flow arrival. A stand-
ard deviation from the mean velocity of about ±120 m/sec characterizes the reproducibil-
ity of the tunnel operation in this time interval. The estimated variance of the mean
velocity is shown with the normalized average velocity profile in figure 15(d). The aver-
age velocity on the tunnel center line is 5 ± 1 percent lower than the maximum average
velocity in the average velocity profile.
Figure 15(e) shows velocity profiles obtained 350 jzsec after flow arrival for a noz-
zle diaphragm opened by the flow and a nozzle diaphragm electrically opened. The sig-
nificant differences in velocity occur at the larger values of y/R for these two
conditions.
In figure 16, individual velocity profiles normalized by the center-line velocity are
presented for values of Atj from 250 p.sec to 800 /asec. Indicated in the figure are
those profiles for which the nozzle diaphragm was only partially open upon the arrival of
the helium flow at the diaphragm. The steps in velocity seen in many of the profiles
imply that discontinuities or shocks are embedded within the flow field. The variations
in velocity observed for any individual profile can be included within a range of 10 percent.
With the exception of one profile at Ati = 250 JLLSCC, the variations in velocity are within
±5 percent of the average velocity in the radial interval from the center line to y/R = 0.8.
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Flow direction.- In figure 17, the effect of radial position on the flow direction of
the evacuated nozzle is shown for a time 550 /isec after flow arrival. The flow is less
divergent than expected for an isotropic point source flow at the nozzle apex.
Pitot pressure.- In figure 18(a), the pitot pressures at four radial positions of the
bare-gage pressure rake are shown. Common to all radial positions is a very low pres-
sure level during the first 200 to 250 /isec of flow. For times after flow arrival greater
than 200 /Ltsec, the pressure increases with an increase in radial position. As a point of
interest, compare the pressure trace for the evacuated-nozzle case at y/R = 0.75 in
figure 18(a) with that for the no-nozzle-diaphragm case at y/R = 0.69 in figure 11 and
note the similarity in the shapes of the traces. Also note the absence of any large pres-
sure pulses for the evacuated-nozzle case at the two positions nearest the center line.
The pressure rises observed by the four probes about 200 to 250 jusec after flow arrival
suggest that the helium-nitrogen interface emerges as a nearly plane surface for the
evacuated-nozzle case, as compared with a highly curved surface indicated by the time of
arrival of the large pressure rises for the no-nozzle-diaphragm case (fig. 11). This
assumes that these pressure rises for both nozzle cases correspond to the arrival of the
helium-nitrogen interface. (See appendix A for further discussion.)
In figure 18(b), the results obtained with single pitot-pressure probes are shown for
y/R = 0 and y/R = 0.214. For Atj > 400 /isec, the pressures are larger than the pres-
sures observed with the bare-gage rake at y/R = 0 and y/R = 0.25 (fig. 18(a)).
For the two tunnel runs for which the bare-gage rake was used, a sudden shift to a
lower indicated pressure level was observed, about 580 /isec after flow arrival, for the
pressure gage located on the tunnel center line. The direction of the shifts in indicated
pressure level would be expected for these gage elements if they were heated significantly
due to a particle impact. The center-line probe was the only probe in the four-probe rake
for which a visible sign of particle impact was apparent from an inspection of the rake
after the tunnel run. For the three bare-gage probes located outside the projected nozzle
entrance area (fig. 18(a)) and the center-line single probe, for which the gage element was
protected from particle impacts (fig. 18(b)), no sudden shift of signal level corresponding
to that obtained for the bare center-line gage was observed. These were the only data
available from which to estimate the earliest arrival of particles in the flow cycle and at
least qualitatively assess their possible effect on the pitot-pressure measurements.
Density.- In figure 19(a), the radial distribution of the density derived from the rake
pitot-pressure data is presented for various times after flow arrival. The results indi-
cate, that along the tunnel center line, the density remains at a low value throughout the
range of Atj observed. The densities off the tunnel center line range from 2 to 10 times
larger than those along the center line. This difference in density indicates that the major
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portion of the mass flow is located within a ring or cylindrical shell, since the velocity
is nearly constant with radial position.
In figure 19(b), the radial distribution of the density derived from the single-probe
pitot-pressure data is presented for the same values of Atj as in figure 18(a). After
Atj - 350 /j.sec, the densities are considerably larger than those in figure 19(a), but the
trends of the density with radial position are the same.
Indicated also in figure 19 is the center-line density, P/PO = 0.5 x 10~4, estimated
by using the method of reference 4. This value lies within the range of the observed
center-line densities. A value of P/PQ of 1.1 x 10~4 is obtained by dividing the average
density of the nitrogen test slug at the nozzle entrance by the area ratio of the nozzle;
this value is the density at the nozzle exit that would be expected for a uniform steady
expansion of the test slug with no change in axial velocity. These two estimated densities
bracket the observed densities on the tunnel center line for Atj = 350 jusec, 450 jisec,
and 550 /isec shown in figure 19(a) and Atj = 350 jusec and 450 p.sec shown in
figure 19(b).
For steady nozzle flow and an entrance Mach number of 5, reference 4 predicts that
a standing oblique shock system would intersect the exit plane of the nozzle in the vicinity
of y/R = 0.4. For hypersonic flow, an oblique shock wave provides a mechanism for
obtaining a relatively large change in density for a correspondingly small change in axial
velocity as compared with a normal shock wave for which significant changes in both den-
sity and velocity occur. Direct evidence of an oblique shock system in the flow field was
not obtained during this investigation, but the velocity profiles shown in figure 15 and the
density profiles shown in figure 19(a) are consistent with the existence of a standing
oblique shock wave system which intersects the exit plane of the nozzle between
y/R = 0.25 and y/R = 0.5.
Comparison of results at 550 jusec after flow arrival.- In figure 20(a), the profiles
of the velocity, pitot pressure, and Mach number are presented. In figure 20(b), the pro-
files of the density and temperature, derived from the results shown in figure 20(a), are
presented. The results show that in the range from the center line to y/R = 0.8 the
velocity is essentially constant as compared with the variations occurring in pitot pres-
sure, Mach number, density, and temperature.
The measured quantities from which the temperatures were derived are indicated
within parentheses in figure 20(b). The gas at the nozzle exit was assumed to be nitrogen.
The temperatures derived from the Mach number and flat-plate pressure are upper bounds
and agree within the uncertainties of the measurements. It can be inferred that near the
center line the temperatures are less than 30 percent of the temperature of the nitrogen
test flow at the nozzle entrance. Temperatures estimated for an assumed adiabatic
expansion from the average density and average temperature of the test slug at the nozzle
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entrance to the density observed in the flow field are also shown. The uncertainties
shown for these temperatures reflect only the uncertainties in the observed densities at
the nozzle exit. The temperatures estimated from the Mach number and the adiabatic
expansion indicate the same trend with radial position. The inferred temperatures in the
denser gas shell are about a factor of 2 larger than those for positions near the tunnel
center line.
Test Flows for No Nozzle Diaphragm and Evacuated Nozzle
In figure 21 are presented the velocity and density profiles for the no-nozzle-
diaphragm and evacuated-nozzle cases. For each nozzle case, the profiles sample a
200-jj.sec flow interval which approximately corresponds to the passage of the assumed
nitrogen test flow at the nozzle exit. The velocities are normalized by the helium-
nitrogen interface velocity at the nozzle entrance and the densities are normalized by the
average density of the nitrogen test slug at the nozzle entrance divided by the area ratio
of the nozzle. It can be seen that the evacuated-nozzle case provides a much more uni-
form velocity and density flow field during the passage of the nitrogen test flow slug as
compared with the no-nozzle-diaphragm case. For the no-nozzle-diaphragm case, a cen-
tral region is observed where the velocity is reasonably constant with radial position and
time, but a large excursion in density is indicated at any position in the flow field during
the passage of the nitrogen test flow slug.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Velocity-profile measurements of the axial component of the free-stream velocity
and some pitot-pressure and supplemental probe measurements have been made at the
exit of the 10° half-angle, conical scoop-type nozzle of the pilot model expansion tunnel,
a modification of the Langley pilot model expansion tube. The velocity-profile measure-
ments surveyed 0.8 of the nozzle exit radius. An initial nozzle condition in which the noz-
zle was immersed in the helium acceleration gas of the expansion tube portion of the facil-
ity and an initial nozzle condition in which the nozzle region was evacuated were examined
for one nozzle inlet test sample condition.
The incident nitrogen test slug, which was provided by the expansion tube portion of
the facility, had the following approximate properties near the nozzle entrance: a helium-
nitrogen interface velocity of 4.5 km/sec and a geometric shape consisting of a 5.08-cm-
diameter cylinder (defined by the nozzle entrance) with a length of 0.9 m. The inferred
radial distribution of mass and temperature in the test slug depends on the velocity pro-
file that is assumed, but the physical properties of the test slug can be approximately
bounded, as follows: If the velocity profile is uniform, then the properties on the axis
and at the circumference of the test slug, respectively, are densities of 8 x 10"^ and
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4 x 10~3 times the density of nitrogen at standard conditions and temperatures of 1500 K
and 3000 K. If the velocity profile is not uniform but the velocity decreases radially to
about 70 percent of its axial value, then the physical properties of the test slug are uni-
form with a density of 8 x 10"^ times the density of nitrogen at standard conditions and
a temperature of 1500 K.
Concerning the properties of the nitrogen test slug that emerges at the nozzle exit,
the following general results were obtained:
1. The flow velocity was smaller than the helium-nitrogen interface velocity at the
nozzle entrance.
2. The velocity profiles were an order of magnitude more uniform than the corre-
sponding density profiles.
The following results were obtained for the no-nozzle-diaphragm case:
3. During the first 400 /j.sec after flow arrival, a higher density pulse was observed
at the tunnel exit. This pulse, possibly incorporating a moving embedded shock system,
may be characterized as a dense, conically shaped shell moving past the test location.
The density in the shell was about a factor of 10 larger than those for positions interior
to the cone near the tunnel center line. The shell has a thickness of about 10 cm near the
tunnel center line upon emergence from the nozzle.
4. Velocity profiles for the nitrogen test slug were uniform to within 5 percent from
the center line to a radial position y/R of 0.5 in the time interval between 100 jisec and
250 jusec after flow arrival.
5. The center-line velocity reached a maximum, which was 93 percent of the helium-
nitrogen interface velocity at the nozzle entrance, about 400 /j.sec after flow arrival at the
nozzle exit. The velocity increased to within 5 percent of the maximum velocity in the
first 100 jisec of flow. After the maximum velocity was reached, the velocity decreased
gradually to about 83 percent of the maximum velocity in the next 950 /isec.
6. At 100 /j.sec after flow arrival, the test flow was less divergent than a point
source flow up to y/R = 0.5.
7. The temperatures in the nitrogen test slug at 100 /isec after flow arrival were
less than 30 percent of the temperature of the nitrogen test slug at the nozzle entrance.
The following results were obtained for the evacuated-nozzle case:
8. The helium-nitrogen interface emerged as a nearly plane surface between
250 j^sec and 350 jusec after flow arrival.
9. The mass distribution, or shape, of the emerging nitrogen test slug was similar
to a thick cylindrical shell. The densities within the shell were two to four times larger
than those for positions interior to the cylinder near the tunnel center line.
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10. Velocity profiles for the nitrogen test slug were uniform within about 5 percent.
The average flow velocity on the center line was 5 percent lower than that in the denser
shell.
11. Between 350 p.sec and 800 /isec after flow arrival, the center-line velocity was
constant within ±4 percent with a value of 82 percent of the helium-nitrogen interface
velocity at the nozzle entrance.
12. At 550 jisec after flow arrival, the test flow was less divergent than a point
source flow in the radial interval from the center line to 0.75 of the nozzle exit radius.
13. The temperatures in the nitrogen test slug at 550 /j.sec after flow arrival were
smaller than the temperature of the nitrogen test slug at the nozzle entrance. Tempera-
tures in the denser shell were less than 60 percent and temperatures near the center line
were less than 30 percent of the temperature of the nitrogen test slug at the nozzle
entrance.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., July 6, 1973.
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APPENDIX A
FLOW SEQUENCE AND FLOW REGION BOUNDARIES
Model of Flow Sequence
A number of papers have been published on the starting processes in the nozzle of
a hypersonic shock tunnel. Smith (ref. 7) reports experimental and theoretical studies of
a reflected shock tunnel. Click, Hertzberg, and Smith (ref. 8) give an analysis of the non-
reflected shock tunnel as do Henshall and Gadd (ref. 9). The flow in these facilities is





Sketch (a) - Wave diagram of unsteady flow in a diverging nozzle
In this sketch, a secondary upstream facing shock follows the primary shock and
contact surface through the nozzle. This upstream facing shock adjusts the conditions
behind the primary shock to the conditions in the gas that was originally processed by the
shock in the shock tube and is now in the nozzle.
The test time in the reflected shock tunnel and that in the nonreflected shock tunnel
are modified by the loss in time due to the passage of the secondary shock and expansion
wave through the nozzle.
In the expansion-tube-driven tunnel of the present investigation, the flow described
by Smith (ref. 7) takes place in the helium gas for the no-third-diaphragm case and in
the residual gases for the evacuated-nozzle case. The passage through the nozzle of the
helium-nitrogen interface and the tail of the expansion fan which follows the test gas
(fig. 4) affects the loss of test time in the expansion tunnel. A treatment of this process
is given in reference 2.
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A simple comparison of the loss of test time in the test gas was made between the
prediction of reference 2 and the present nozzle. For an entering flow of M = 5, an axial
Mach number distribution was calculated by using the method of reference 4. From these
calculations, the local values of velocity and speed of sound were determined. The time t
of passage through the nozzle of the u + a characteristic and the u - a characteristic
was determined by using the following expression:
dx
0 u ± a
The traverse time for the u - a characteristic, corresponding to the leading edge of the
test gas, was 206 /j.sec; the traverse time for the u + a characteristic, corresponding to
the tail of the expansion fan at the trailing edge of the test gas, was 166 /isec. These val-
ues compare with values of 198 /isec and 165 /isec, respectively, using the method of ref-
erence 2 for the initial Mach number MJ of 5 and the final Mach number Mf of 16.
The experimental data indicate that the traverse time of the acceleration-gas—test-gas
interface was about 225 /Msec and of the expansion fan, which is much more difficult to
detect, was roughly 200 /isec. The loss in test time for the nozzle, compared with that of
the expansion tube, is then the difference between these two traverse times, and the exper-
imental values are of the same order of magnitude as the calculated values.
Other factors that could affect the loss of theoretical test time are the upstream
facing secondary shock in the no-third-diaphragm case and the expansion fan from the
third diaphragm in the evacuated-nozzle case. (See figs. 4(b) and 4(c).) The effects of
these disturbances could not be identified from the time histories of the total-pressure
probe or other instrumentation used.
Relative Location of Flow Region Boundaries
Since the measurements of the physical properties of the nitrogen test flow region
(defined in figs. 4(b) and 4(c)) were of primary interest, it was necessary to locate the test
flow region relative to flow arrival. Flow arrival was indicated by the initial response of
either a heat-transfer gage or a pitot-pressure probe used in the course of the measure-
ments. The passage of the flow region boundaries (shock, interface, and expansion wave)
were inferred from changes in the signals of several types of probes which were employed
in several supplemental tunnel runs. In this section is indicated the type of data upon
which the inferred locations of the flow boundaries were based.
Nozzle entrance.- At the nozzle entrance, the locations of the flow boundaries were
based on changes in the response of pitot-pressure probes. The locations of the flow
boundaries are indicated on the pressure data traces shown in figure 5. The probes were
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located on the center line and 2.54 cm off the center line of the expansion tube near the
nozzle entrance as shown in figure l(b).
It was assumed that the first indication of pressure corresponds to the arrival of
helium flow. For the no-nozzle-diaphragm case, flow arrival corresponds to the helium
shock (fig. 4(b)). For the evacuated-nozzle case, flow arrival corresponds to the
residual-gas—helium interface instead of the residual-gas shock (fig. 4(c)).
For the evacuated-nozzle case, it was estimated that, due to the very low density of
the residual-gas flow in the expansion tube, the passage of the residual-gas shock would
not be detectable at the pitot-pressure-probe sensitivity employed here. Also, due to an
estimated temperature of about 6000 K for the residual-gas flow in the expansion tube,
the residual gas might be expected to be largely ionized. On the microwave data record
which was used to track the helium-nitrogen interface in the expansion tube, there was a
brief indication of a rapidly moving (7.5 km/sec) ionized front just prior to its impinge-
ment on the microwave antenna (which was located near the nozzle entrance). This mov-
ing ionized front could possibly be interpreted to be the expected residual-gas shock indi-
cated in figure 4(c). From the microwave data, it was not possible to locate the position
of the ionized front with respect to the residual-gas—helium interface. Only the velocity
of the front could be estimated.
The average velocity over the distance interval of 1.6 m was determined for the
helium shock and the residual-gas—helium interface for the two initial nozzle conditions.
The passage of the initial helium flow was detected by a wall pressure probe located 1.6 m
upstream of the nozzle entrance and the pitot-pressure probe at the nozzle entrance. For
the no-nozzle-diaphragm case, the average helium shock velocity obtained for six runs
was 4.7 ±0.1 km/sec. For the evacuated-nozzle case, the average residual-gas—helium
interface velocity for three runs was 6.1 ± 0.5 km/sec. The larger average velocity
obtained over this distance interval for the evacuated-nozzle case indicates that the
residual-gas—helium interface is accelerated in the region between the nozzle diaphragm
and the nozzle entrance as would be expected.
The velocity of the helium-nitrogen interface in the expansion tube acceleration
chamber was determined from microwave tracking of an ionized region associated with
the interface. This tracking technique is discussed in reference 3. The average velocity
obtained for 14 runs was 4.48 ± 0.22 km/sec.
For the evacuated-nozzle case, the interface could only be tracked upstream of the
nozzle diaphragm since the electrical noise associated with the opening of the diaphragm
and the impingement of the residual-gas shock on the antenna masked the signal from the
helium-nitrogen interface. Since the helium-nitrogen interface velocity could not be
obtained in the distance interval between the nozzle diaphragm and the nozzle entrance, it
could only be inferred that the change in the helium-nitrogen interface velocity in this
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distance interval was small compared with the change in velocity experienced by the
residual-gas—helium interface. This inference is based on a comparison, for the two
initial nozzle conditions, of the average velocities of the helium shock and residual-gas —
helium interface and the arrival times for the helium-nitrogen interface (fig. 5).
Nozzle exit - evacuated nozzle.- For the evacuated-nozzle case, the helium-
nitrogen interface was inferred to arrive between 250 /isec and 350 jisec after flow arrival.
The arrival of the helium-nitrogen interface was inferred from filtered photomultiplier
data and ion-probe data. It was assumed that the filtered photomultiplier responded to the
arrival of nitrogen in the flow field. The ion probe was assumed to respond to the arrival
of residual ions from the ionized region located near the helium-nitrogen interface which
was tracked by microwave in the expansion tube portion of the facility.
A rise in the pitot pressure was expected to occur during the passage of the helium-
nitrogen interface due to an expected increase in density across the interface, but a change
in pitot pressure could not be uniquely interpreted as a change in chemical composition.
Photomultiplier, pitot probe, flat-plate-pressure, and heat-transfer-gage responses:
The locations of the residual-gas shock, the helium-nitrogen interface, and the expansion
fan were based on interpreting the changes in the signal of a photomultiplier which viewed
the stagnation region of a pitot-pressure probe. The locations of these flow boundaries
relative to the residual-gas—helium interface (taken to be flow arrival) were obtained
from correlation with the signals of the pitot-pressure probe, a pressure gage, and a heat-
transfer gage which were mounted in a flat plate. The responses of the probes are shown
in figure 22(a), 22(b), and 22(c). The data presented in each figure were obtained from a
separate tunnel run and the first indication of the pitot-pressure-probe signal for each run
was assumed to indicate flow arrival.
In figures 22(a) and 22(b), the photomultiplier has a 3920 ± 40 A band-pass filter
inserted in the optical path to limit the response to the spectral region where light emitted
from excited N, ions could be observed. The No ions might be expected to form in the
flow stagnation region of the probe. The relative light level required for a given deflec-
tion of the photomultiplier traces is indicated in the figures. The markedly different
photomultiplier responses shown in figures 22(b) and 22(c) tend to imply that the light
observed in figure 22(b) lies within the band pass of the optical filter and is not just an
attenuation of the light emitted outside the band pass of the filter. The light observed by
the unfiltered photomultiplier in figure 22(c) was assumed to be primarily due to impuri-
ties in the gases.
The arrival of the residual-gas shock (figs. 22(b) and 22(c)) was indicated by the
small initial response of the photomultiplier just prior to flow arrival.
The arrival of the residual-gas—helium interface, indicated by the initial response
of the pitot-pressure probe, follows closely behind the residual-gas shock (figs. 22(b)
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and 22(c). As shown in figure 22(a), the initial responses of the pressure gage and the
heat-transfer gage, which were mounted in the flat plate, correlate with the initial
response of the pitot-pressure probe.
The arrival of the helium-nitrogen interface was indicated by the first large deflec
tion of the signal trace of the photomultiplier with the filter (fig. 22(b)).
The arrival of the expansion fan (figs. 22(a) and 22(b)) was indicated by the large
deflection, after the helium-nitrogen interface, of the signal trace of the photomultiplier
with the filter.
From the data presented in figure 22, the time sequences of the arrival of the flow
boundaries (fig. 4(c)) with respect to flow arrival at the nozzle exit were approximately
as follows:
Residual-gas shock ................................ -50 jisec
Residual-gas — helium interface ......................... 0
Helium -nitrogen interface ......................... 350 to 400 /isec
Expansion fan ................................ 600 to 650 jusec
Ion-probe and heat-transfer-gage responses: Shown in figure 23 are samples of
data from the heat-transfer gage located in the source splitter plate and the ion probe
located just below the leading edge of the plate. The locations of the heat-transfer gage
and ion probe are shown in figure 2. The approximate radial position y/R of the gage
and probe is -0.44.
The ion-probe data were obtained during the velocity measurements to see whether
the arrival of nitrogen in the flow could be sensed by such a probe. The assumption that
the arrival of nitrogen might be sensed by the probe is based on the much larger ioniza-
tion potential of helium relative to nitrogen. In the flow stagnation region of the probe, a
much lower level of ionization would be expected for pure helium flow than for nitrogen
flow.
Two limitations of the ion probe are important in interpreting the data from the
probe. First, the chemical identity of the ions cannot be distinguished by the probe. Sec
ond, ions existing in the flow cannot be distinguished from ions which are produced in the
flow stagnation region of the probe.
The second limitation also applies to the filtered photomultiplier data presented in
figures 22(a) and 22(b); that is, N« ions existing in the flow which are excited in the flow
stagnation region of the probe cannot be distinguished from excited N« ions which are
formed in the flow stagnation region of the probe.
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As shown in figure 23(a), a peak in ionization is observed between 200 jusec and
400 j^sec for the evacuated-nozzle case. After this peak is reached, the ionization drops
to a low level which is followed by a broad peak between 600 jj.sec and 1500 /isec after
flow arrival.
Note in figure 23 (a) that the amplitude of the first ion peak is of the same order of
magnitude as that of the following broad peak between 600 /isec and 1500 jusec. Compar-
ison of the shapes of the signal traces of the ion probe in figure 23(a) and the filtered
photomultiplier in figure 22(a) indicates that the amplitude of the first ion peak is far too
large to be due to Njj ions formed only in the stagnation region of the ion probe. These
observations are consistent with the assumption that the first ion peak corresponds to an
ionized region which exists in the free-stream flow. This ion peak was interpreted to
correspond to the same ionized region, located near the helium -nitrogen interface, which
was tracked by microwave in the expansion tube portion of the facility.
Interface arrival from ion-probe, filtered photomultiplier, and pitot probe
responses: For the evacuated-nozzle case, the arrival of the ion peak with the arrival of
N, ions detected by the filtered photomultiplier is indicated in figures 22(a), 22(b), and
23(a). A comparison of these figures indicates that the ion peak precedes the helium-
nitrogen interface by approximately 50 /isec.
Indicated in figure 23(a) is the location of the pitot-pressure rise (obtained from
fig. 18), which was interpreted to correspond to the helium-nitrogen interface, for a pitot-
pressure probe at a radial position comparable with that of the ion probe. The location of
the pressure rise indicates that the ion peak correlates with or slightly follows the rise in
pitot pressure.
The arrival times of the ion peak, N£ ions, and pitot-pressure rise were obtained
from separate tunnel runs. Since there were not sufficient data available to estimate the
run-to-run reproducibility of the arrival times of these phenomena, it was not possible to
determine from the data whether the differences in arrival times of these phenomena are
significant or reflect run-to-run variations in the arrival time of the helium-nitrogen
interface.
In view of the preceding discussion, when comparisons are made involving different
tunnel runs for the evacuated-nozzle case, the arrival time of the helium-nitrogen inter-
face relative to flow arrival will be assumed to lie in the interval between 250 /isec and
350
Nozzle exit - no nozzle diaphragm.- Since the presence of nitrogen in the flow field
was not directly identified for the no-nozzle-diaphragm case, it was not possible to
directly establish the arrival of the helium-nitrogen interface. An interpretation of the
velocity, pitot-pressure, and ion-probe data, which appears to be consistent, is that the
interface arrives during the first 50 jisec after flow arrival on the tunnel center line and
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at progressively later times with increasing y/R. This behavior indicates that the
interface may be a highly curved surface.
Center-line velocity: The arrival of the interface during the first 50 jusec after
flow arrival was inferred from a consideration of the reduction of the velocity of the
helium shock due to passage through the nozzle and the rapid increase in flow velocity,
shown in figure 6, after the helium shock at the nozzle exit.
Pitot pressure: As shown in figure 11, the first pitot-pressure rise after flow
arrival occurs at progressively later times with increasing y/R. A pressure rise does
not uniquely identify the arrival of the interface, but the pitot-pressure rise associated
with the interface for a position off the tunnel center line must at least arrive later than
that for a position on the tunnel center line.
Ion probe: Samples of the ion-probe data are shown in figure 23. The extremes in
level which were observed are indicated by the two signal traces shown in figure 23(a).
Also indicated in figure 23(a) is the relative time location of the pitot-pressure rise,
obtained from figure 11, corresponding to a radial position comparable to that of the ion
probe. The location of the pitot-pressure rise correlates with the first ion peak. This
correlation is consistent with the assumption that the pitot-pressure rise is associated
with the arrival of the helium-nitrogen interface, but, as has already been mentioned, the
ion peak does not uniquely identify the presence of nitrogen in the flow.
Flow visualization: Two discontinuities in the flow field, which were visualized as
a result of the electrical discharge associated with the velocity measuring technique, can
be seen in figure 24. Shown in figure 24 are the approximate profiles for the shapes of
the helium shock and a following discontinuity labeled "Possible He-N2 interface." The
profile of the possible interface is consistent with the boundary of the emerging gas jet
which is implied by the velocity profiles shown in figure 8. The location and shape of the
discontinuity relative to the helium shock are approximately the location and shape of the
interface which would be implied if it were assumed that the pitot-pressure rises, shown
in figure 11, were associated with the arrival of the helium-nitrogen interface.
Heat-transfer-gage response: The primary use of the heat-transfer gage was to
indicate flow arrival for which an increase in the resistance of the gage was always
observed. No attempt was made to interpret the changes observed in the heat-transfer-
gage signal in terms of helium and nitrogen flow. Since the gage was not tested for use
in ionized flow, a reasonable doubt exists in the interpretation of any heat-transfer rates,
from the gage response, when ionized flow is present. The thin-film platinum resistance
element of the gage was coated with a thin glasslike insulating material, but the difficulty
of obtaining such an insulating coating free from pin holes has been discussed in refer-
ence 10. For the gage used in this study, an increase in resistance of the gage indicates
an increase in the gage temperature. If a shorting ion current is flowing parallel to the
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gage current, the apparent resistance of the gage element is reduced and a reduction in
the temperature of the gage is inferred.
In figure 23(b), the heat-transfer-gage responses are presented with the corre-
sponding probe responses for the two initial nozzle conditions. A more rapid rise in
gage temperature after flow arrival is indicated for the no-nozzle-diaphragm case as
compared with that for the evacuated-nozzle case. For both initial nozzle conditions,
there is a large apparent reduction in the heating rate in the time interval corresponding
to the first peak in the ion-probe response, with the reduction being larger for the no-
nozzle-diaphragm case. After the passage of the first ion pulse, the heating rates appear
to be nearly equal and constant with time for the two initial nozzle conditions, and no sig-
nificant reduction in the apparent heating rate corresponding to the second ion peak
between 600 /isec and 1500 jusec is indicated. For the ion probe, ions existing in the free
stream cannot be distinguished from ions produced in the flow stagnation region of the
probe. Since the heat-transfer gage was located in a flat plate with a sharp leading edge
instead of a flow stagnation region, the main distortion of the heat-transfer signal would
be expected to be due to ions which exist in the free-stream flow.
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METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Velocity
The velocity measuring technique was the same as that described in reference 6
and the components were adapted to be compatible with the tunnel operation. Briefly, the
principle of the flow-velocity measuring technique is as follows: a column of gas located
at a known position in the flow field is identified (or tagged) and, after a known time inter-
val, the displaced position of the identified column is detected. The method used to iden-
tify the gas column was to partially ionize the gas in the column by means of a pulsed
(10-7 sec duration) beam of vacuum ultraviolet light. The method used to detect the iden-
tified column was to photograph the light emitted from molecules in the column which
were excited by means of an electrical current pulse (10~7 sec duration) which was
passed through the now electrically conducting column. Due to the very short lifetimes
of those excited states from which the predominance of the photographed light was pro-
duced, the duration of the photographed light was essentially the same as the duration of
the detecting current pulse; thus, it was possible to avoid the use of an elaborate camera
shuttering technique.
The velocity was derived from the time interval At2 between photoionization and
detection of the ionized column and the displacement Ax of the ionized column during
this time interval.
Uncertainty in velocity.- An uncertainty of about ±1.8 percent is estimated for the
velocity by compounding the uncertainties in At2 and Ax.
A nominal value for At2 was 5 p.sec with an estimated uncertainty of
±0.02 p.sec.
Ax: Densitometer scans of the data films were used to locate the position of the
detected ionized column with respect to the reference position marker (fig. 2). The films
were scanned parallel to the tunnel axis at radial intervals of 0.646 cm. The scanning slit
was rectangular with dimensions of 0.29 cm in the scan direction and 0.59 cm in the radial
direction.
A nominal value for Ax was of the order of 2 cm with an estimated uncertainty of
±0.034 cm. The estimated uncertainty is based on consideration of the following
observations:
(1) The standard deviation from the mean of eight determinations of the initial posi-
tion of the ionized column was ±0.026 cm.
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(2) The overall magnification of the optical system was obtained by photographing a
calibrated grid that was placed at the nozzle exit. Over the field of view employed in the
measurements, the magnification was found to be constant to within ±0.2 percent.
(3) Due to background density gradients present on the data films, a consistent
method of estimating the position of the center of the detected column was required. The
method used is discussed in appendix C. The uncertainty introduced in Ax due to the
presence of the density gradients is estimated to be of the order of ±0.02 cm.
(4) The densitometer scan corresponding to the tunnel center line was repeated for
each data film. The differences in Ax obtained from the two scans for the 28 runs were
within ±1.0 percent of Ax.
(5) Since a current loop is formed during the detection of the ionized column, a dis-
placement of the column due to the presence of the current loop might be anticipated. An
order-of-magnitude estimate of this displacement was 10~5 cm. The estimate was based
on an estimate of the detection current, pulse duration, mass of gas in the column, and the
dimensions of the current loop. The location of tho photoionizing light beam was deter-
mined experimentally and was found to agree with the position of the detected ionized
column, obtained under static conditions, within 0.006 ± 0.017 cm.
Comparison of individual velocity measurements. - A tunnel run was required for
each velocity-profile measurement. Since variations occur in the opening of the primary
diaphragm, a method of comparing the velocities obtained from the different tunnel runs
was required. The shock Mach number in the intermediate chamber was routinely mea-
sured and was assumed to characterize the energy of the intermediate chamber flow.




where um is the measured velocity at the nozzle exit, u, is the limiting velocity, and
u, is the average limiting velocity for the tunnel runs used in measuring the velocity.
The limiting velocity, which was computed from the shock Mach number, is a conceptual
velocity and is described in reference 11. The average value of the limiting velocity for
29 tunnel runs was 6.89 ± 0.33 km/sec.
Partial opening of nozzle diaphragm.- During the velocity measurements for the
evacuated-nozzle case, the pressure gage in the expansion tunnel wall just upstream of
the nozzle diaphragm was monitored. If the diaphragm was not fully opened prior to the
arrival of flow, a reflected shock was sensed by this pressure gage. Inadvertently, a run
was made for which the electrical opening mechanism did not operate and the nozzle dia-
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phragm was opened only by the flow. A strong reflected shock was indicated by a large
pressure rise at the wall pressure gage. It was surprising that for this extreme nozzle
diaphragm opening case, the resultant tunnel flow velocities were not significantly differ-
ent from velocities obtained when the diaphragm was opened properly, except in the outer
portions of the flow. A comparison of the velocity profile for this one accidental dia-
phragm opening with the velocity profiles for normally opened diaphragms is presented
in figure 15(e).
A weak reflected shock with an associated wall pressure rise of about an order of
magnitude smaller than that for the condition just described was observed during four
tunnel runs. Differences were not apparent between the resultant velocity profiles
obtained for these four runs and runs for which no reflected shocks were indicated. The
nozzle diaphragm holder was examined after each of these runs and it was observed that
for one of these runs the diaphragm wire protruded slightly from the tube wall. The
velocity profiles for these four runs (labeled "Partially opened diaphragm") along with
the individual velocity profiles of all the runs are presented in figure 16.
No reflected shocks from the nozzle diaphragm were indicated for the runs which
were made to obtain pressure data at the nozzle exit.
Flow Visualization
Several types of variance may be rendered visible in low-density gases by an elec-
trical discharge in the gas, such as acoustical waves, shock waves, variations in density,
temperature, chemical composition, and ionization. To reduce the uncertainty in the
interpretation of what has been visualized, it is usually necessary to correlate the phe-
nomenon with some other measurement.
Flow direction.- Disturbances in the flow field, caused by the presence of the plastic
rods (fig. 3), were rendered visible by the detector current pulse which passed through the
flow field. The flow direction was obtained from the symmetry of the bow shock envelope
in the range from 4 to 10 rod diameters downstream from the end of the rod. For small
inclinations of the plastic rod axis with respect to the direction of the flow, the bow shock
envelope should be symmetrical about the flow direction for envelope positions which are
not too close to the rod. Several observations support this assumption. Two tunnel runs
were made in which a straight length of insulated copper wire, having approximately the
same diameter as the plastic rods, was located on the tunnel axis. For the first run, the
wire was alined with the tunnel axis. For the second run, the wire was inclined 6° with
respect to the tunnel axis. The shocked flow was made visible by applying an electrical
pulse between the wire and a ground plane downstream. The two bow shock envelopes
were observed to be essentially the same with respect to the end of the wire and the direc-
tion of the tunnel axis for at least 14 wire diameters downstream from the end of the wire.
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Mach number. - The Mach number was obtained from the reciprocal of the sine of
the estimated Mach angle. The Mach angles were estimated from the disturbance envel-
opes about the plastic rods in the flow direction data photographs. The angle was esti-
mated in the range from 4 to 10 rod diameters downstream from the end of the rod. It
would be difficult to estimate an uncertainty for the Mach number obtained in this manner.
The Mach number which is estimated in this manner is expected to be systematically low
and, therefore, at least to represent a lower bound to the true Mach number.
For the evacuated-nozzle case, one flow-direction data film was obtained at
Atj = 630 jitsec. The results from this data film have been included in the averaged
results for flow direction and Mach number presented at At^ = 550 j^sec.
Pressure
The pressure values presented are based on the static calibration of the piezoelec-
tric transducers. The uncertainty presented indicates only the reproducibility of the
observed pressure for available repeated data. For the low pressures encountered at the
nozzle exit, electronic noise and drift become important sources of uncertainty which are
difficult to assess. Surface heating of the transducers, due to flow, can introduce a
change in the gage signal which is difficult to assess from the results obtained in this
study. The surface heating effect should be most pronounced for the measurements made
with the bare-gage pitot-pressure rake. Differences in rake and single-probe data were
observed for the late portions of the flow.
No corrections have been applied to the observed pitot-pressure data to account for
any possible low-density aerodynamic effects. On the basis of the results presented in
reference 12 and estimates of the range of possible Reynolds number at the nozzle exit,
the observed pitot pressure may be as much as 20 percent larger than the actual pitot
pressure for some of the lower densities encountered.
Time After Flow Arrival
For the velocity measurements, the time after flow arrival is the preset delay
between the response of the heat-transfer gage (fig. 2) to the start of flow and the trigger-
ing of the photoionization source pulser. The inherent delay between triggering the photo-
ionization source pulser and photoionization was about 3 pisec. An uncertainty of the
order of ±5 jusec in the flow arrival time is estimated due to variations in trigger level
relative to the signal from the heat-transfer gage.
For the measurements obtained by the pitot-pressure rake, the flow arrival time
was referenced to the same heat-transfer gage used in the velocity measurements. For
the single-pitot-pressure-probe measurements the start of flow was taken to be the first
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observable pressure increase, and an uncertainty of the order of ±5 /isec was estimated
for the flow arrival time.
Derived Quantities
The uncertainties presented for the derived quantities were obtained by propagation
of the uncertainties in the measured input quantities.
Density. - The gas density p normalized by the density of nitrogen at standard
conditions, p = 1.25 kg/m3, was derived from the approximate relation
p _ *t
po pQu2
where pj. is the pitot pressure and u is the flow velocity.
This approximate relation requires only the pitot pressure and the flow velocity as
measured input quantities. The density derived from this relation is lower than the true
density for true input values, but the derived density should at least be within 10 percent
of the true density for the hypersonic nitrogen flow conditions expected here.
Temperature. - The gas temperature T was derived from
a 0 M
(Bl)
where u is the flow velocity, M is the free-stream Mach number, To = 273 K, and
ao is the speed of sound in the gas at TQ. For nitrogen, aQ = 332 m/sec. For helium,
aQ = 1016 m/sec.
The gas temperature was also derived from
p m p u2m
T = -2— = — (B2)
PR' PtR'
where p is the pressure observed by the flat-plate gage, p. is the pitot pressure,
R' is the universal gas constant, and m is the molecular mass of the gas. For nitro-
gen, m = 28.01 g/mol. For helium, m = 4.003 g/mol.
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The gas temperature was also derived from
0.4
(B3)
where p is the expansion-tube wall pressure, p, . is the average pi tot pressure atw,i 1,1
the nozzle entrance, and u^ is the flow velocity at the nozzle entrance.
The measured input quantities differ for the three relations with the flow velocity
appearing as a measured input in each of the relations. The additional measured inputs
are Mach number in the first relation and pressures in the second and third relations.
In applying these three relations, it is assumed that the gas is an ideal gas and the
gas composition is pure molecular nitrogen. The temperature derived from the third
relation is merely the temperature expected for an assumed adiabatic expansion from the
average temperature and density of the nitrogen at the nozzle entrance to the density in
the flow field at the nozzle exit.
The temperatures derived from these relations are expected to represent only
upper bounds to the true temperature, even for the assumption of an ideal gas. For the
first relation, only lower bounds to the Mach number were obtained from the measure-
ments. The second relation is true only if the observed flat-plate pressure is equal to
the free-stream static pressure. On the basis of the results presented in reference 13
and the possible correction to the pitot pressure already discussed, the ratio of the
observed flat-plate pressure to the free-stream pressure should always be larger than
the ratio of the observed pitot pressure to the actual pitot pressure for a plate alined
perfectly with the free-stream flow direction.
The temperatures derived from any of these relations will be larger than the true
temperature if the nitrogen is contaminated with helium. For example, if pure helium
was erroneously assumed to be molecular nitrogen, the inferred temperature would be at
least seven times larger than the true temperature.
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LOCATION OF IONIZED COLUMN FROM DATA FILMS
Densitometer scans of the data films were used to determine the location of the
displaced detected ionized column. Due to the presence of a spatially varying background
exposure on the films, a consistent method of estimating the position of the detected col-
umn on the film was required. The method used and the model employed for the basis of
the method are discussed in this appendix.
Assumed Model of Photographic Image
The following three assumptions were made concerning the model of the photo-
graphic image of the detected column, for a given radial position:
(1) The relation between exposure E and the optical density D for the film can
be given by
D = yln —+ Df (Cl)Ef
where Df is the film fog density (constant for any given film), Ef is an exposure cor-
responding to the fog density, y is a constant for any given film.
(2) The exposure g of the detected column, centered at x = 0, as a function of
position x in the scanning direction can be expressed as
X2
g = Ae (C2)
where A and a are constants. This function is symmetrical about its maximum value
which occurs at x = 0.
(3) The background exposure b as a function of position x can be expressed as
b = Be1™ (C3)
where B and k are constants.
The density D of the film as a function of position x can be obtained from equa-
tions (Cl), (C2), and (C3) as
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D(x) = D(g + b) + Df
D(x)
 = y l + + Df (C4)
The function D(x) is not symmetrical, except for k = 0 or B = 0. For the conditions
where a peak exists in the range of x, the maximum of the peak occurs for values of
x < 0 when k < 0 and x > 0 when k > 0.
For the values of | x | » a, equation (C4) approaches the function
Rpkx
Db(x) = y l n f H + °f (C5)
Equation (C5) is a linear function of x of the form
Db(x) = ykx + c (C6)
where y, k, and c are constants.
If equation (C5) is subtracted from equation (C4), the following equation is obtained:
D(x) - Db(x) = y ln\l + e '/ (C7)
This function is symmetrical about its maximum value which occurs at x = -
Application of Model to Data Films
Location of center of detected column.- The function D(x), equation (C4), was used
as the model for the observed density scan trace in the vicinity of the image of the
detected column. Two points, DI,XJ and D2,X2 (see fig. 25), near the peak of the
density trace were determined for which the values xj and X2 are reflected images
about the line of symmetry in the function D(x) - Db(x), equation (C7). The two points
DJ,XJ and D2,X2 were determined from the intercepts of the density trace and a line
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drawn parallel to the estimated background density function D^x), equation (C6). By





Assumptions and uncertainties.- Equation (Cl) is based on the linear portion of the
characteristic curve of density as a function of the logarithm of exposure for photographic
film (ref. 14). From densitometer data, taken for the type of film and developing proce-
dure used for obtaining data films, the range of optical densities encountered in the data
films was found to lie on the linear portion of the characteristic curve. From the densi-
tometer data, a value for y could be estimated to about ±30 percent.
Equation (C2) was assumed because it is a mathematically convenient symmetrical
function which reasonably represents the shape of the density peak in the region of inter-
est. A normalized sample density trace and a curve obtained from equation (C7) fitted at
the half-amplitude points are compared in figure 26. From the data obtained, it was not
possible to obtain a value for a that was independent of an estimate of y. The order of
1/2 of the percentage uncertainty in y is reflected in estimates of a. The value of a,
which was used in the computations, was estimated by using the estimated value of y
and the observed width of density peaks, for which the background density variation was
small compared with the variation of the density due to the peak.
The use of equation (C3) assumed that in the vicinity of the density peak, the density
which would be produced by the background exposure alone could be approximated by a
linear function of x. The assumption could not be verified, since exposure due to the
background discharge could not be produced independently of the discharge through the
ionized column. Equation (C3) was assumed to be a reasonable, mathematically conven-
ient interpolation of the character of the background density observed in regions away
from the density peak.
In equation (C8), the term — - —?- was considered a correction to the esti-
mated position of the detected column due to the change in background exposure with posi-
tion. The range of the magnitude of the correction term relative to the displaced distance
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of the ionized column, encountered in the velocity measurements, was from 3 percent to
zero with most of the correction terms less than 1 percent. The value of y ± 30 percent
was used for computation since y was not determined for the data films. The ratio
cr2/y tends to be self-consistent for the model employed. Examination of equation (C4)
indicates that for a zero background (that is, for B = 0), the ratio a2/y is independent
of y.
Because of the somewhat arbitrary nature of the model presented herein and the
lack of specific values of y or a2/y for each data film, the estimated uncertainty in
the displaced distance of the ionized column due to variation in background density is of
the order of 1 percent.
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TABLE I.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE ENTRANCE
[He-N2 interface velocity, 4.5 ± 0.2 km/sec;
pw = 4.5 ± 1 kN/m2]



























































































































































































TABLE I.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE ENTRANCE - Continued
[He-N2 interface velocity, 4.5 ± 0.2 km/sec;
pw = 4.5 ± 1 kN/m2l




































































































































































































TABLE I.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE ENTRANCE - Concluded
[He-N2 interface velocity, 4.5 ± 0.2 km/sec;
pw = 4.5 ± 1 kN/m2~|
(c) Pitot pressure; evacuated nozzle;
y = 0 cm; n = 1
(d) Pitot pressure; evacuated nozzle;
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TABLE II.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
NO NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure






































































































































































































































































TABLE II.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
NO NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure - Continued














































































































































































































































































































TABLE II.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
NO NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure - Continued

























































































































































































































































































TABLE II.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
NO NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure - Continued









































































































































































































(b) Pitot pressure - Concluded










































































































































































































TABLE II.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
NO NOZZLE DIAPHRAGM - Concluded
(c) Flow direction























(d) Mach number (lower bound)











































Velocity and variance at -











































































































































































Atj = 550 (Msec
n = 6



















































































































TABLE III.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued

























































































TABLE HI.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure (bare rake probes)



























































































































































































TABLE HI.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure (bare rake probes) - Continued

















































































































































































































































































TABLE HI.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure (bare rake probes) — Continued



















































































































































































































































































TABLE IE.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure (bare rake probes) - Continued



















































































































































































































































































TABLE m.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure (single probes) - Continued





































































































































































































































































TABLE HI.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(b) Pitot pressure (single probes) - Concluded



















































































































































































































































































TABLE lU.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Continued
(c) Flow direction






















(d) Mach number (lower bound)





























TABLE HI.- MEASURED RESULTS AT NOZZLE EXIT WITH
EVACUATED NOZZLE - Concluded
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At, = 100 usec
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-p OO Average transit velocity
S u (from velocity— prof ile measurements)
— O u ( f rom velocity-profile measurements)
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(a) Average velocity profiles.
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(e) Velocity profiles for nozzle diaphragm opened by flow and diaphragm
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Figure 18.- Concluded.
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(a) Four probe responses for same tunnel run.
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Figure 26.- Comparison of scan trace and curve obtained from equation (C7).
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